
Growth Marketing Manager 
 

At BOL, we’re on a mission to become the leading naturally plant-powered food brand on 
planet earth. Admittedly we have some way to go in order to achieve these lofty heights 
but almost 8 years in, we’ve made a good start and are now seen as one of the leading 
plant-based brands in the UK, recently winning the Grocer Gold Award for Best SME. We 
know that our food choices are the biggest environmental decision we face every day, so 
wherever people are on their foodie journey at BOL we aim to offer something delicious, 
healthy, and quick for every occasion so that we can help make eating a mainly plant 
based diet the norm.  

To support us with our ambitions, we’re looking for an outstanding Growth Marketing 
Manager to lead the Digital marketing strategy and execution for the full BOL foods 
portfolio. This is an important role for us to deliver against our ambitious growth plans as 
we significantly scale up our paid marketing plans and significantly accelerate our D2C 
business. This role will report directly into the Head of Marketing and will initially include 1 
direct line report. 

The person 

The ideal candidate will be someone with FMCG digital marketing experience along with 
a proven track record of growing a DTC channel. They will be hungry to take that step up 
to the next level and lead on the full owned channel strategy for one of the leading SME 
brands going. They will be a pro-active and data orientated individual with experience 
working across multiple digital media channels (social, CRM, web etc) and activating 
through the full acquisition, retention and referral funnel. The role requires a huge level of 
autonomy to be able to achieve and deliver against the businesses goals. A key remit will 
be to lead on the Owned Channel strategy but will also manage all paid performance 
marketing activity (PPC, display, social etc). 

• Degree in related discipline or equivalent 
• Minimum of 3 years digital marketing / growth marketing / DTC experience 

across strategy, planning and execution with a proven track record of setting and 
delivering on rapid acquisition and retention goals 

• Previous experience in FMCG environment is essential; food is preferable 
• A passion for all things digital including web UX, D2C, CRM, SEO, PPC, Social 
• Finger on the pulse of emerging platforms and digital updates (e.g. paid social 

algorithms, iOS updates, cookie changes) 
• Social native with genuine passion for social media and a clear understanding of 

the roles of different social media platforms and functionalities by platform 
including TikTok, Meta, YouTube & LinkedIn as a priority 

• Demonstrate a pro-active attitude and excellent problem solving skills  
• Able to work autonomously and take ownership of projects – proactively 

managing workload, prioritising effectively and working well under pressure  
• Excellent verbal & written communication skills with an articulate manner 
• Ability to develop effective working relationships both internally & externally 
• Highly experienced with key platforms such as Shopify, Recharge, Google 

Analytics, Google Trends, AdWords, HTML, DV360, Meta Ads Manager, Zendesk, 
Klaviyo 

• Strong interest in food, sustainability and plant-based category essential 
• Line management experience preferable 
• You don’t need to be super creative to be in this role as we have teams for that but 

you do need to be able to identify, and then brief, the types of creative that are 
required to win 

The role in brief 



You will build and own the 1-3 year strategy across all Owned Channels (Organic Social, 
Website, DTC, SEO, CRM and SMS). You will also collaborate with the Marketing 
Manager on paid initiatives including PPC, Conversion Paid Social, affiliates, and shopper 
marketing. 

Website & DTC Management:  

- Own the DTC scale up plans to quadruple the business over the next 24 months 
with plans across acquisition, retention and referrals 

- Monitor and identify website optimisations to drive increased shopper 
recruitment, conversion and average order value 

- Manage key website + DTC agency relationships 
- Full P&L ownership for the DTC including promo planning and forecasting 
- Brief in-house creative team (or agencies) on asset requirements for e-

merchandising or website optimisations 
- Utilise key online tools (e.g. Google Analytics, Trends etc) to conduct keyword & 

trend research to identify SEO recommendations and brief our in-house Content 
manager & Copywriter on site enrichment (blogs and PDPs) 

- Identify and implement performance marketing initiatives to drive increased 
traffic and conversion to the DTC  (e.g. PPC, display, affiliates) 

- Work with the Marketing Manager to build paid media plans to convert warm 
leads (website browsers / add to carts) into sales 

- Work with the Brand team on identifying new product launches for our DTC 
- Work with Operations Manager to manage strong on-site availability 
- Oversee the Customer Service team to improve customer service response times 

and exceptional customer satisfaction 
- Oversee Marketing Intern to deliver on Reviews collation strategy 

Owned Channel Management: 

 
- Lead the CRM and SMS marketing strategy and planning to grow our 1st party 

BŌLiever database 
- Lead the Organic Social strategy, planning and execution from briefing our in-

house creative team and/or agencies on relevant, exciting ideas which will help to 
grow our audience; through to enjoying exploring, testing and learning how to use 
and maximise channel features across a range of channels, new technologies and 
trends to increase reach and engagement; and scheduling posts at right times for 
our audience and monitoring performance 

- Brief the in-house creative team (or agencies) on designs and copy required for all 
owned channel creative, copy and design required 

- Monitor and report on owned channel performance, making recommendations on 
optimisations and improvements required to hit business objectives 

Growth Consultation: 

- Lead the e-merchandising process which will span across both owned DTC 
channel and also e-retail sites; this will include advising and briefing on optimised 
PDP descriptions, optimised imagery and collating A+ content 

- Work with the Marketing Manager to identify, brief and execute conversion-
focused paid campaigns across social (FB/IG, TikTok), display (GSWP, DV360), 
PPC, affiliates and programmatic 



- Work with the Marketing Manager to monitor and report on performance 
marketing campaigns to ensure continuous optimisation – keyword strategy, ad 
copy, A/B creative testing, bid prices, CPC benchmarks, audience optimisation 

- Work with the Marketing Manager to advise on e-customer marketing plans to 
drive shopper acquisition, PDP conversion and ROAS on e-shopper marketing 
spend 

What you will get here  
Trying to do the right thing has been part of our DNA since day one. We have always tried 
to be a force for good as a business, so embrace equal opportunities and cultural 
diversity in everything that we do. We take our products as serious as it gets, our 
responsibility to both people & planet too (we have recently received our B Corp 
accreditation). But we believe the serious stuff can still be delivered in a fun and high 
energy environment. Leave the corporate mumbo jumbo at the door. This role will largely 
be based out of the Veg Pad, a canal side studio at 5 Merchant Square WeWork in 
Paddington. The freebie food & drink benefits are endless, think freshly brewed coffee 
from the smiley barista, plant powered brekkie, lunch, and dinner on BOL not to mention 
the free beer taps.  

The team, culture and relationships built here are second to none.  

How to apply  
Please e-mail your CV and a short cover note (+ optional portfolio) on why you’re excited 
by this role and opportunity to Leon.Milns@bolfoods.com  


